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I"TRODIJCTIO!T
Consolidation of schools in Belchertown was
first brought to the attention of the people by the 1908
school report of Superintenfient George F. Ellimood who
mde the following statenonti
8 1 cannot close ny report without again
calling your attention to the subject of clos-
ing our smaller schools* One of the Western
states has recently passed a law compelling
school authorities to close all schools where
there are less than twelve pupils and trans-
port then. I would not advise tils extreme
action but I believe you should know how snail
some of our schools are, and the conditions
which exist in then. . . . It cannot bo denied
that our siwaller schools have poorer equipment,
teachers with smaller salaries, and generally
less experience, and are more expensive than
our Center Hraded schools. Therefore, I be-
lieve in consolidating our snailer schools,
Mr. Alvan R, Lewis took over the position of superintend-
ent the following year. In Ms first report he said:
"There are eighteen schools in our town
below the hif*h school, fifteen of which are
located from one to six miles from the center,
having from four to eight grades and from
five to tliirty pupils in a room. Under ordi-
nary conditions many of these schools could
be consolidated with benefit to the pupils and
eeonony to the town.8
The above quotations give the opinions of two different
superintendents concerning consolidation. It is quite
apparent that it was seen even twenty-eight years ago
how consolidation could benefit the pupils of the town.
Belchertown was formally incorporated on
Jane 23, 1761. It is situated in the eastern part of
Hampshire County, twelve niles east of the Connecticut
River and fifteen miles from Northampton. It Is bounded
on the north by Pelham, on the couth by Palmer and Lud-
low, on the east by Ware and Enfield, and on the west by
Granby and Archerst. The town ranks among the largest in
area in the state and la about twelve miles in length,
north and south, and lias an average width of about five
Mies.
The extent of the territory would Indicate
difficulty in arranging school districts. At first there
were no regular schools, but a teacher went to various
homes where the children gathered to receive instruction.
Per this service the teacher received his board and lodg-
ing. As most undertakings worthy of note, the schools
were started In a rather humble fashion. The above method
of teaching was used until 1785, at which time the town
was divided into seven school districts.
The first district was known as Leggtown
and the schoolhouse was located at Dwight Station. It
was burned in 1902 and the present sohoolhouoe was erected.
It retained the name of Dwight School. The second was
the
Lake Vale District, with its school on the old
Northampton
Road, it was used intermittently until 1917, when
it was
formally closed. A schoolhouse in the center of
the town
served the third district. It was built on the
site of
the present Center School and was burned in 1921,
to be
replaced by the modem structure now in use. The fourth
district was known as the Dark Corner District,
and the
school was located on the Granby Road, Soe
later chanced to the Holyoke School and was known aa
such until 1910 when it was discontinued, Turkey Hill
District was tlie fifth, and was served by a school on
the Ludlow Road* It was called the Chestout Hill School
and was In operation until 1917, A schoolhouse was e-
reeted on the old Ware Road and served what was known
as the Cold Springs District, Its location was that of
the present Cold Springs School, The last and seventh
district \~aa known as Great Hill and the sciiool was on
the Pelhaa Road, It was later called the East Hill
School and was used until 1910,
In 1853 the townspeople decided that tliese
seven districts did not serve the town to best advantage,
The township was re-divided Into eighteen districts with
schools nore advantageously located. Federal Street
School was built at this time and used except for one or
two years until 1921. A school on the Bondsvllle Road
served the Mill Valley 1 istrict through 1905. Just off
the new Ware Road the Blue Meadow School was built and
used until 1925. Laurel School, on the Enfield Road,
was used until 1912. To serve the Turkey Hill District
another school known as Rock Rissnon was built in the
Rook Rtanon section and served that locality until
1926.
It will be noted that this was the last school to
be
closed in Belchertown. Great Hill was sub-divided
and
the West Hill School was built and operated
until 1915.
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m the southwestern part of the town, ner.r Broad Brook,
the Washington School was built and still serves this
district* Liberty School was erected in the Three Rivers
District and is also still in operation. The Hew State
School built In Bondsvllle was replaced In 1913 by the
present Franklin School erected on the sane site. South
Center School was located on the road to Three Rivers
and was used until 1900, In 1065 Belchsrtown was forced
to support a high school because of tlse increased popula-
tion. Ho building was erected* but classes were held In
the Center School. It v/as so combined with the grade
school until the structure was destroyed by fire in 1921,
A new High School was erected at the present location in
1922. These changes through the years have left the fol-
lowing schools in operation* High, Center, Dwight, Wash-
ington* Liberty, Franklin, and Cold Springs
.
Y&ien the eighteen districts were inaugu-
rated in 1355 they wore planned to insure convenience.
At that time methods of transportation were slow and
the
roads were poor. In 1910 Belchertown began the slow
process of hard-surfacing its roads. The first to be
iraproved was the Holyoke Road, and it was macadamized
from the center of Belchertown to the Oranby
town line.
The Holyoke School located on this road was
dosed this
sane year, but the superintendent's report gave
the rea-
son as a decrease in enrollment. The road
improvement
and the closing of the school would therefore
seem to be
coincidental.
With the exception of the roads in the
center of the town, no ssorc Irjprovorients were inaugurated
until 12B5 when £ie Enfield Road was rsacadsmisod. Slue
Meadow School located near this road was closed at this
tine. The next iinpi-ovonent t7as in 1025 when a now road
fron Belchertown to Aa&orst replaced the old Post Road,
The following year, 192G, the Springfield Road was hard-
surfaced and the Eoek Riscson School was closed. Since
that year the following roads have been liaprovedt the
Three Rivers Road fron Bardwell to Three Rivers in 1932;
the Daniel Shays Highway from Belchertown to the Pelhan
town line in 1934; and the road fron Belchertown to Bonds
-
ville in 1035.
Since 1010 the notor car 1ms rapidly taken
the place of the MM M IMP ** a neans of transport&"
tion. This brought about me improved hard-surfaced
roads
previously mentioned. It also led to the lrsprovenamt
of
existing dirt roads so that at the present tine
we have
first-class roads all through the township.
The school report of 1912 had this to say
about uest Hill School!
"West Hill, as will be noted by the
SSSt sSSool as
ff
soon as suitable
conveyance can bo provided.
This set the stage for the closing of
west Hill In 1915.
Superintendent Alvan R. Lewis said this in
Ms report.
•At th© close of tli© Pall tern ...
the school at West Hill was closed and
the eight pupils wer© transported to the
DwlghV School.*
In anotlier of Ms reports Mr, Lewis sayst
•Four of our rural schools have been
closed during the last few years and nearly
all the pupils are conveyed to the Center
schools. The parents in nearly every case
recognise the greater advantages the pupils
receive "by It,
Each tine a reduction took place the superintendent's re-
port, as the above quotations show, ©japhaslzed the fact
that such cliang© was for economy and was a benefit to the
pupils. There is no evidence to show that definite stud-
ies to cor^are costs and benefits were ever undertaken to
support those chances,
•She town is now at that stag© where repairs
smist be made on the older school structures or other fa-
cilities provided to care for the pupils in current ap-
proved nanner. The Center School is being used beyond
its capacity and the scalier schools are in need of
sani-
tary inprovetaents. It would seen advisable,
therefore,
at this tine to make an investigation of existing
condi-
tions with the idea in nind of further consolidation.
This study is such an attempt, showing by
comparison the
costs of consolidation and the benefits derived
from such
a program as against the continuance of
the present plan
of scattered schools.
GFR0CEDU11E
On© of the greatest handicaps to a study
of tills hind is the incomplete records of ftw individual
schools. Belchertosm is not alone in thi3 respect, for
investinations in other towns have proved that the sane
condition exists in all of then. Either too little im-
portance is attached to the Iteepinc of such records, or,
a3 is sore often the case, the superintendent has not
file clerical help necessary to properly record then. In
this particular survey it was found necessary to peruse
tho school records, picking out the individual
expendi-
tures, and placing then under tho correct headincs.
«Efae records for tSse past nine years were
minutely scrutinised and arran cd in tabular fom for
eMb school. These tables trerc used to forecast tot cost
of consolidation. Personal Ivnorrled-e of
existing condi-
tions entered into the predictions. Each
exists school
*as analysed separately and then a plan
for consolidation
m proposed, shearing the estimated cost and the means of
determining tho sane.
A survey t;ac made It the toon to
secure
mmmm 'mm m* mmmm m mm mm** m
a napm made to shcv; the population centers as well as
tho various bus routes. To supplement
this information,
a mm « mm Wi the registration for the
past ten
years. A brief survey w made In the Ml school to
- 9 -
determine the advisability of Introducing an agricultural
course.
The transportation problem was investigated
to determine a better routing of the buses for the conven-
ience of trie pupils. At the sane tine relative transporta-
tion costs for the individual schools was obtained.
The question of consolidation in Belcher-
town lias been studied from all possible angles and should
be of value to the community in determining its course of
action.
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LIBERTY SCHOOL EVALUATION
Present Value
£50.00
92? one-3tory framestructure ••••••
Furniture and Poor
Fixtures
. . . .
.
Kerosene lenp
Lights • . .
.... TIeatrola
t
Sanitary
.... Poor
Conditions " *
.... 1 through
Grades .....
....
Inadequate
Flayna?°uad *
Playf^round ....... "one
Equipment .....••••••••'"*
Extra-Ourricular Very few
Activities

- IS
LIBERT? SCIIOOi
Liberty School was one of the group of
school bulldinrs to bo erected shortly after
the *******
sion of districts in 1853. It is located
one and nine-
tenths miles fron FrexfcUn School and five
and two-tenths
miles from Center School. *t* district
it serves has one
x^cadam road on which the school in located
and several
gravel roads. She Imrd-aurfaced road
begins at Three
Rivers and extends about one tOSm north
of the school at
*hich point it joins a -ravel road leading to
Belchortown
Center. The retaining roads in the
district are of crav-
ol ^ are mlntainod in good condition
throughout the
year*
The school Has been In continuous
opera-
tion since its erection. It is a
one-story frw struc-
ture. At ita present time it is
in very poor condition
and is valued at fifty dollars,
although its resale value
is probably only half that mwm*.
It has • *>°f
«** is in need of repair and a
white painted clapboard
finis!!. The palnttar, was done too
years a»o and still pre-
sents a 3ood appearance. B» averaGe
salntonano. cost for
me past nine years too been only
thirty dollars per year.
wmm «m» » oau roKmy be
mderotood *"* bMle
repairs »t he needed. r/indows need to he re-puttied,
sills replaced, and two carryinc
beans renewed.
Obe lot on which the building
stands is
- 14 —
about mm *•«* ^ f foet * Jt 18 not OBned
toon and would revert to the original owner if no
longer
used for school purposes. The size of the lot
does not
permit a spacious playground. The children rtnst
confine
their play activities to a plot of ground of
forty feet
by twenty feet located between the building and
the road.
As is -usually the case in rural schools,
there is no mod-
em playground equipment. An inflated
rubber ball or a
ring-toss Wm is the extent of their possessions in this
line.
Entrance is gained through a stall hall
twenty feet long and six feet wide which
serves as a com-
bination cloak mm* and wood shed. It is
not heated and
the wraps left here by the children
nut necessarily be
cMllcd when they use them at the close of
school. Lvery
fall a large quantity of wood is
stored in one side of
me hall, necessitating «Nft crowding
and confusion of
reaps hune on the ot&er aide.
Ihe schoolroom itself Is twenty
feet
Ml fourth foot wide. It has ton feet
of -sole black-
board and two mm *»bles 1» good condition.
S~« ««
twenty-three desks and twenty-three
chair. wnGl*G in
al2e ft. first Grade accretion to toe
elshth ^ade
standard, ^y «>Pe~ » withstood Ml yeere of
MM service a»i should ho all scans he
replaced. The
teacher- s large fist-top desk is -11 M0» * * *-
condition, and will eive *»ny znore
years of service.
- 15
Previous to 1955, beat was furnished by
an old log type stove which required constant and vigi-
lant attention during the winterMM This has been
replaced by a Hoatrola of modem design and of adequate
also to heat the room* Wood has always been used
as the
fuel in this school because of the large quantities
of
Umber in this district. It can be seen from the expendi-
ture shoot that the fuel cost has been extremely
lew. The
charge against janitor service represents money expended
during the summer months for the cleaning and
repairing
of fixtures and equipment, and is also
extremely low.
Light is obtained from six windows, too of
which are located at the back and two on each
side. An
oil mm artificial light when
necessary, but
from its appearance It would give but a
meager part of
the resounded candle power, On dark and
cloudy days
a tremendous eyestrain must be Imposed
on the children.
Electrical equipment Is badly needed.
With no running water available, modern
sanitary conditions are out of the
question. Cleanliness
suet be taught at borne or must be
taught verbally in the
school without the practical application
so often neces-
sary. Toilet facilities are of
the old-fashioned out-of-
door type and are located at the
rear of the building.
The school nurse, because of her
extended territory, can
spend only about two hours a week
at this school. Occa-
sional clinics help to give the
pupils needed health
- 16 -
supervision*
The extra-curricular activities of the
school consist of a small part? at
Christeas. the work
of the 4-E Club, and the noetin s of the
Sewing Club.
The children receive instruction In
mslc frost the super-
visor *ho spends fortyMl in the school once each
mm of the work done by the individual
pupils
under the auspices of the 4-E Club
is remarkableM
one considers the handicaps underM they are working.
Technical instruction and better equipment
Is needed in
the field of vocational training.
Attendance has gradually dropped from
the
mm* mm of i&w&m item * mm to nine-
teen pupils registered at the close
of school in 1936.
This enrollment m* spread through,
the six grades taught
at m mmm m census shows mm a still further
arop m Pupil enrolment fro* tide
district will probably
take place each succeeding year.
Transportation Is furnished by a bus
from
the center of the town which tsl.es
pupils for Liberty
School as it *** m trip to *» Franklin School. M
cost of transportation has gradually
dropped with Ml ft*
crease in enrollment.
Ehls ascription of Liberty school
Elves
a picture of the school as It
eslsts at the prosit tins.
to aconcxAoal aisposition of Kds school
situation trill
t» undertaken In a group study.
- 17
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COLD 3FRISSS SCHOOL LVAIUATIOH
Present Value
$50.00
TTP° of
... one-story frame
Furniture and # poor
Fixtures ...••••••••••*••*•**
. .
no artificial
Lif-hts
.... Heatrola
Heat
Sanitary Poor
Conditions .....•••••••**
.... 1 through 6
Grades
......
Ticne
Playground ...•••»
Playground *0X10
Equipment •••••••••••••*""*
Extra-Curricular ( none
Activities «
- 19
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COLD SPRDT33 SCHOOL
Cold springs School is on© of the original
schools serving the districts chosen in 1785.
It is there-
fore the oldest of our present schools
and is located three
gBi one-tenths miles from Center
School on the old Ware
Koad. This is a gravel road in excellent
repair and is
onl7 nine-tenths of a rile
from the new Belchertown-to-
Dondsville Road, which is hard-surfaced.
Several gravel
roads converge at or near the school
and they are main-
tained in rood condition throughout the
year.
The school is a one-story frame
structure
and has heen in continues use since
its erection. Very
little money has heen spent on
repairs and the building
i3 hadly in need of conditioning
It has a wood shinned
roof which is half off, a clapboard
finish which has not
beer, painted in ten years, and
windows which rattle with
g* slightest breese. The condition
of the supporting
timbers could not be determined
but considering the state
of repair of the rest of *•
struck, it would see. best
to replace them. The fifty
dollar valuation set on the
building is excessive when compared
with some of the other
snail schools.
The property on which the
sohool stand, is
a triansular riot r.hout forty
foot on a side. » Is sot
fcefeena forfced road Intarsootlon.
Is owned hy town.
± conld not ho naod for any other purpose. Ho spaoe 1.
£1
available for playground facilities.
The entrance is a small ball twenty feet
lone and seven feet wide. It is used as a
cloak room and
wood shed, and is cheated. The school room proper
is
twenty-three feet Ion- and twenty feet wide. It
baa ten
feet of usable blackboard space and one
reference table
in cood condition. There are thirty-two
seats of the
bench and arm rest type which can be no older
than first
replacements since the school was built. The
teacher's
desk is also antiquated and has served
its useful period.
mm vlz&ovB furnish all the li^ht, for there is
neither
kerosene nor electrical equipment available.
The only new equipment is the Heatrola
which
i wood is used as the fuel because it
was installed in 1935. u a r
ot«*
is the least o -pensive.
Sanitary conditions are the poorest
of any
school in the town. H running water is available and
out-
of-door toilets are used. A met
undesirable feature here
is that they are located across
the road from the school.
Health problems are solved by the
school nurse on her regu-
lar visits, which average about
two hours a week. There
have been no e*t*a-currlcular
activities carried on in the
school for the past few years.
At the close of school in
1936 there were
only twelve pupils in attendance
and the census report
shows no additional pupil, for
the next five years, in
time there would be but one or
two pupils attending the
- £2
school. A13 who are enrolled here live within &
on©-
Edle radius so that there is no transportation
problem.
As shown in the above description, Cold
Spring rchool is the poorost of our outlying
schools.
It will be considered IB creator detail
when the group
study is -undertaken.
- 23 -
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pgiairr school ev.-j^ti r
Preaent Value ..... §400.00
slmteM • • One-story fraine
Ijrnitiire and
.... GoodFixtures
Lights .^l^tric
Heat ^eatrola
Sanitary PoorConditions . • • •
„ ...... 1 tlirour-h 6
Playground ••* • ••••••••
Aaple
Play-round Very little
Equipment
Fjctra-Curricular row
Activities
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D17IGI1T SCHOOL
Dwight Is the fourth oldest of the group
of school buildings now in use. The present structure re-
placed an old red brick schoolhouse when the latter was
destroyed by fire in 1902, The school Is located on the
new Anherst Road, four and sis-tenths rdlos from the Center
School, Dwight Station, the district which the school
serves, Is sore centralised than the Liberty District, hav-
ing been at one tirae a social center of the eosnunity. The
roads leading to the Arherst Road are all of gravel and are
alvzays kept In good condition, while the Araherst Road it-
self, being the direct route fron r-elcfcertown to Arhcrst,
is of bituminous nacadam.
The school has been in constant use since
it was built In 1902. It is a one-story fMM structure
and at the present tine is In fair condition. Its value,
including the property, Is about four hundred dollars.
The roof Is of wood shingles and is in need of slight re-
pairs. The outside finish is of clapboards which are
paint-
ed white and the building still presents a good
appearance.
As with Liberty School, the maintenance cost for the
past
nine years has been very low, yet the structure
is In far
better repair.
The property on which, the building stands
is about fcw hundred feet square. It is
owned by the town
and is probably worth about one hundred and
fifty dollars.
27
Tli© size of the lot permits of a very spacious playground
and the children have an opportunity to work off their ex-
cess energy • Pull advantage is not taken of this opportu-
nity "because of lack of funds frith which to "buy playground
equipment. A croquet game, a quoit game and two rubber
balls constitute their present equipment.
Entrance is gained through a small addition
fifteen feet square which has been built on to the origi-
nal structure. In it are two cloak rooms, a boys* base-
ment, a girls* basement, and a wood shed. Each year advan-
tage is talien of the large wood storage space. This snail
addition is unheated and is therefore a poor place in which
to leave wraps and lunches.
The schoolroom itself is thirty feet long
by twenty-five feet wide. It has ten feet of usable
black-
board and two reference tables in good condition.
The room
has a seating capacity of thirty, and the desks and
chairs
are of such size as to accomodate children from
the first
grade through the sixth. They were refinishod
two years
ago and are still in good condition. The
teacher* s desk
and an upright piano complete the furniture
In the room.
Doth are still serviceable and the latter is
a decided asset
to the school.
A new Heatrola has recently been installed,
simplifying the heating problem. As in other
small schools,
wood is the only fuel used because it can
be obtained In
such large quantities In the town. The
expenditure sheet
- 20 -
shows that the fuel cost and janitor service have been
extremely low*
Twelve windows symmetrically spaoed fur-
nish the natural light. Electric lights were installed
in 1935 and according to a recent survey give ample light
when they are needed.
Sanitary conditions are somes/hat better
than at the Liberty School. The old-fashioned out-of-door
type toilets are still used, but are included as part
of
the entrance addition. The health of the children
has the
same check by the school nurse as in other schools.
Extra-curricular activities are such the
same as at Liberty, including a Mil party at Christmas,
the work of the 4-H Club, the neetin-s of the
Sewing Club,
and in addition, a school garden. The garden
work is super-
vised by the superintendent of schools whose
interest stimu-
lates the children to greater endeavors.
Music instruction
is received from the music supervisor who
visits the school
once a week.
In the past eight years the attendance
has
dropped from thirty-eight pupils in 1928
to twenty-two pu-
pils in June, 1936. The census shows
that the enrollment
will remain approximately the same in
this district for
the next four years.
Transportation is furnished by a bus from
»
the center of the town which starts at
the Amherst town
line and brings pupils to both Dwight
and Center Schools.
During the past few years there has been a slight drop
In transportation cost, but this nay be attributed to
the enrollment reduction.
At the present tinte Derlght School exists
as it is pictured above* Disposition of this school
situation will be undertaken in an economic group study.
- 50 -
SI
Present Value
050.00
Type of
Structure One-
story frame
Furniture and
< Poor
Fixtures
LicJ-te
neat
.Kerosene larps
. . .
lleatrola
Sanitary
Conditions
Grades . .
Playground
. • • •
... Poor
1 ttsrough 6
. . .
Graall
Playground
Equipment .
"one
Fxtra-Curricular
Activities • . .
Very few
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WASItPKHKHT SCHOOL
'Washington School, 111c© the Liberty School,
was built shortly after the re-division of school districts
In 1853 and therefore ranks with this school in that it is
the second oldest in the present group. It is located
about five-tenths of a idle from Route 202 and Is five
miles from Center School. The road on which it stands is
probably one of the poorest in the district but it is pass-
able during the entire yoar. One of the present bus routes
uses the road and has always been able to sake its trip.
Route 202 froE Belchertown to Springfield is maintained in
good condition at all times. The other gravel roads in
the district are kept in a passable state.
The school has boon in continuous operation
since its erection. It is a one-story frame structure and
is badly In need of repair. The resale value is only twen-
ty-five dollars, but its valuation is given as fifty dollars.
It has a shingled roof which leaks in many places and a
white painted clapboard finish. Two coats of paint are
needed to improve its appearance. Host of the windows need
to be glazed and one carrying timber in the front of the
building needs to be repaired. The flooring within the
building is badly worn in places and should be renewed.
The property on which the school rests is
not owned by the town and title would go back to the origi-
nal owner if no longer used for school purposes. The
size
• 34 —
of the lot permits a playground about forty feet square
between the scboolhouse and the road. It ia large c-
nough to aocossijodate the nuiaber of children enrolled but
Is rough and sandy, asking an undesirable if not an
unusable plae© for recreation. There la no playground
equipment of any sort, probably because it cannot be used.
The entrance is about the sane as at Lib-
erty School, being twenty-five feet long and seven feet
wide. It is also a combination cloak rocaa and wood shed,
and is likewise unheated. Wood is also stored early
in
the UDtlTg or fall and necessitates the
crowding and con-
fusion of wraps and lunches.
The schoolroon itself is twenty-five feet
lone and eighteen feet wide. It has about
twelve feet of
blackboards and one work table in good condition.
Eight-
een pupils can be aceoiaDOdated, but the
aceeisnodationa
are antiquated and in very poor condition.
Sane of the
desks are hardly usable because of deeply
engraved figures
and initials. The teacher has a large
flat-top desk in
good condition.
A Heatrola has recently replaced
an old
trood stove so that the schoolroom is
well heated. As in
the case of other outlying schools,
wood is used as the
fuel because it is the rx>at economical
for the district.
It will be noted that janitor service,
fuel expenditures,
and maintenance have been at a
rdniiaum.
Light is obtained fron six windows
symmet-
- 35
rlcally placed in the back and sides of the roon. Arti-
ficial light is obtained froir. a kerosene lamp which does
not give the necessary candle pcwer in emergencies. B-
leetrical equipnent is badly needed in this school because
it is in a dark location and artificial light is used
often,
modern sanitary conditions are non-existent,
There Is no running water and toilet facilities are the
old-fashioned out-of-door type, Thece are located about
five feet in back of the building and require constant at-
tention. The health problems are handled by the school
nurse who visits the school for about two hours each week,
and has the children brought to Center School when clinics
are in progress,
^tra-currlcular activities are exactly the
sara as at Liberty School, They have a Christmas party,
all of the boys participate in the 4-E Club program, and
U\<5 girls enjoy themselves in a snail Sewing Club, ftore
technical Instruction in these fields is sadly needed.
Music is m*& for forty rdnutes a week when the music
supervisor visits the school.
The census reveals a drop in enrollment in
1936 end It also shows the ear,* trend for the
next five
years. Nineteen attended the school in JUne, 1936,
but
this figure will drop to fifteen in 1957 and
will reach
*n average of ten or eleven pupils the
following year.
The moving trend is still toward the center
of the town.
• 36
There is no transportation problem In
tills district, for the children all live within a alio
radius of the school* One pupil is brourht by the Lib-
erty School Bus at the present tine, but since none have
been transported in the past, his cost of transportation
r/as not charged arminst the school,
This description attonpts to cJfQ pic-
ture of existing conditions at Washington School. It will
enter further Into the discussion in a oroup study of all
the schools.
- 37 -
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fraiteliit school evaluation
Present Value #5600,00
Typo of
Structure One-story concrete block
Furniture and
Fixtures • • Fair
Lights Rloctric
Heat 3 tear-
Sanitary
Conditions Poor
Grades 1 throush 8
• *
» • *
sasf "«10
EKtra-Curricular
Activities . » « Very few
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PKAITKLITT 3CTT00L
Franklin School was built In 1013 and re-
placed the Hew State School which had been erected in
1853. It is located five and seven-tenths riles from
Center School on the new Belchertown-Bcndsville Road,
This road was built in 1935 and is one of fee best mac-
adam roads in the township. The school serves what is
known as South Delchertown which is populated mainly by
i-olish families who own fame or who work in the Bcnds-
ville mills. Gravel roads maintained in good condition
checker the whole district.
The school is a one-story concrete block
structure and valued at five thousand five hundred dol-
lars. Originally the building was rather poorly con-
structed but many major repairs during the past ten years
have made it one of our best school buildings. It has a
tin roof which is in good repair, and a nice appearing
concrete block exterior finish.
The lot on which the building stands is
about one hundred seventy-five feet by one hundred feet.
Chi town does not own the property and it would
revert
to the original owner if discontinued for school
use.
The size of the lot permits of a very spacious
approach
which has been converted into a neat appearing lawn.
Back of the building is a space about one
hundred feet
by thirty feet which is used as a playground.
It is
— 41 -
rather crowded for a large group of children but there
is no reason why the unused front portion of the lot
could not be used for additional outdoor activities*
At the present tine the playground equipment consists
of one or two inflated rubber balls,
There are two entrances to the building,
one at each end of a corridor forty-tsro feet long and
ten feet wide. This hall is used as a cloak roan.
There is also a drinking fountain near the front door.
Entrance is ained to the three classrooraa from this
corridor.
The largest room, forty-two feet long
and eighteen feet wide, can accoimaodato thirty-three pu-
pils at the present time and is used for the seventh and
eighth grades. It has about forty feet of blackboard
and one reference table. The pupils' desks and chairs
are in fair condition and will give frora one to five
years* service before needing repairs.
The nest largest roan is thirty-two feet
long, twenty-teo feet wide, and at the present tine can
accommodate thirty-six pupils. There are thirty-five
feet of blackboards and two reference tables. Tiie roon
la now used for the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
Desks and chairs are in very good condition.
The smallest roon is thirty-two feet long
and twenty feet wide. It is wed for the first, second,
and third grades and will seat thirty-five pupils at
the
'If:
present tine* Some of the desks and chairs are In need
of repair, but they are on the whole in fair condition*
Thirty-five feet of blackboards is likewise available In
tills room* There is also one reference table in good con-
dition*
The building is well lighted throughout by
windows properly placed. Electrical fixtures have been
installed to be used when the occasion dessands and have
givon satisfactory service* It will be noted that the
operating expense has gradually increased during the last
throe years. The reason for the increase was the use of
the electric lights and of the equipment operating in con-
junction with the oil burner. Electric therrostats and
controls have added to this operating cost.
Steam heat has always been used in the
building and when first installed wood was used as the
MM It was found difficult to heat the building when
using wood, so soft coal was later adopted as the
fuel.
The change to an oil burner was made in 1932 and
the
mm Plant has given rtuch better service since its adop-
tion.
Running water is available in the school,
yet no attempt has been made to install modem sanitary
equlpiaont. Toilet facilities are of the
old-fashioned
out-of-door type and are located at the rear
and to one
aide of the building. The school nurse
has a regular
ttoe allotted to the Franklin School
District. Her work
• 43
must bo handicapped by the lack of modern conveniences.
Although the school is somewhat larger
than the other outlying schools, the extra-curricular
activities are no greater in number. The sane events
take place and the same clubs exist as elsewhere. The
school is the proud possessor of an upright piano recent-
ly donated by one of the townspeople. It is found very
useful in the weekly two-hour music instruction given by
the music supervisor. Much more could be done in tills
school to enhance the social life of the pupils.
The school registers shot? a decrease In
enrollment during the past nine years from ninety-eight
pupils in 1927 to sixty-five pupils in June, 1936. The
children for the eight grades taught are drawn from tlie
district adjacent to the school. In addition to this,
the seventh and eighth grade pupils from the Liberty
Dis-
trict are transported to Franklin School, This
large de-
crease in enrollment has necessitated running the
school
below its normal capacity. The census shows
that a very
small number will annually enter the school during
the
next five years, which will mean a further drop
in enroll-
aont. Unless new families move into the
district, the
school would not operate long under the
forecasted condi-
tions
.
Pupils are transported to the school by
two buses, one bus brings the children
from the Belcher-
town-Dondsvllle Road, and the other comes to
the school
- 44
through the Liberty District,
An economical disposition of this school
situation will be tindertaken In a further study of the
entire f3*oup#
- 45 -
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CETTEH SCHOOL HVALUATIO!'
Present Value ....... $59,000.00
Typo of
Structure One-story brick
Parnltttre and
Fixtures ..... Fair
Lights • • • Electric
Heat .............. Steam
Sanitary
_ .
Conditions . ........... Hood
mm* .1 mpt*. t
Playground Lars©
Playground
Equipment • o0ne
Extra-Gurricular mmberActivities Good nyEJO0
• 47 -
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CEI1TER SCHOOL
The Center School literally 'arose from
the ashes* of that disastrous fire of 1921 when the com-
bination gjpafif and high, school was burned. The building
is located in the center of the town about three hundred
feet off the Belehertown-Eolyoke Road, The highways in
and about the town are in very good condition and are
mintained that way throtighout the year.
The school is a red brick one-story struc-
ture valued at fifty-nine thousand dollars and is in ex-
cellent condition* The roof is of slate composition
shingle construction and leaks in several places. It is
the neatest appearing of all our grade schools.
The property on which the building stands
is a lot about four bundred feet long and three hundred
feet wide. It is owned by the town and is indeed an ex-
cellent piece of property as well as an excellent site
for a school. Its size peraita of a very spacious play-
ground and the eiaploysent of playground equipment, nanely:
a tootor, an ocean wave, swings, and inflated balls. This
school has inore material for outdoor activity than any
other grade school in the systems.
The entrance is a hall twenty-two and one-
half feet long and seven foet wide wliich leads directly
into noon Five, the present sixth end seventh grade room.
This roora is sixty-five feet long and twenty-two and one-
.40 -
half feet v/Ido. It is usod as an assembly hall and a
lunch room as well as for a classroom. There are forty
seats and desks of the combination style which nay be
conveniently placed* They are in excellent condition.
A small stage at one end of this room provides necessary
equipment for short plays and assemblies.
A teachers » room eight and one-half foet
Ions and eight feet wide adjoins Room Five. Entrance to
the boys* basement and to the girls* basement is also
gained through this room. Both basements are fifteen
foot long and fourteen feet «ide. They are of adequate
sise to accommodate the present enrollment.
A door in the northeast comer of Roon
Five leads to Room One mhere the first grade is taught.
It is a roon twenty-seven feet long and toenty—one feet
wide and has forty-two desks and chairs in good condi-
tion. Storage space for the cloaks and lunches of the
first graders is in a roon fifteen feet long and seven
feet wide in the northwest corner of this room.
A door in tbe southwest side of Roon One
gives entrance to Eooa Pour. Here the fifth and sixth
grades are taught. The room is twenty-eight feet long
and twenty-two and one-half feet wide and has forty-one
desks and chair3 in good condition. A sloak room adjoins
Room Four on the southwest side and a door leads from
tilts cloak room directly into the main hall.
Room Three is situated in relatively the
- SO -
position on the southwest aide of the 1ml1 as Roota
Foar is on tb© northeast side of the hall. It is twenty-
eight feet lone and twenty-two and one-half feet wide and
has forty-two seats and desks in rood condition,
A door on the southwest side connects Room
Dhree with Rook Two* Tills room is twenty-seven feet long
and twenty-one feet wide and is used for the second and
third grades. There are at present forty-three cimirs
and desks in good condition. A cloak room on the southwest
side corresponds to that of Room One.
Plenty of light is obtained from windows
properly spaced in the various rooms. Electrical lighting
equipment is installed throughout the building and a re-
cent test slows that the required candle power can be ob-
tained when necessary. A door In the southwest end of tfce
assembly hall leads to a stairwell going down to the boiler
room. In the basement there are four room partitioned
off at the south end of the building. The remainder of
the building lias no cellar but simply an air space beneath
the first story. The reason for tliis is that solid rock
was encountered during construction. It was not ttiought
advisable at that time to expend a large sum to remove
tills rock by blasting.
Heat is furnished by a steam boiler which
is located at the foot of the previously mentioned
stair-
well. Coal is used for fuel at the present time,
tmtil
very recent years wood was used to fire this
boiler be-
- 51
cause it was so plentiful its this region* It was diffi-
cult to heat the "building with wood as the fuel. Diffi-
culty is still esqserieneed in heating due to faulty equip-
ment, hut a chance is now In progress which sbxrald elirain-
ate the trouble. One janitor serves both the High School
and Center School* so regulating; Ms time that fee neces-
sary work is done with a slnteuia asasunt of travel between
the two buildings.
Sanitary conditions at this school are very
good. There is running water in the school and fee girls*
and boys* basements are sojiipped wife raodem up-to-date
fixtures. The school nurse spends one day each week in
this building.
Extra-curricular activities consist of fee
4-n Club, a Hiking Club, a Carpentry Club, and an Aviation
Club. Hie work Is supervised hy the principal of fee
school and his interest has In turn stimulated the Interest
of the children. She lausie supervisor spends throe hours
a week in the building. An upright piano In very good con-
dition adds much to fee effectiveness of her work.
For three years beginning in 1927 the en-
rollment at Center School decreased, but since feat tine
it lias steadily increased until In June, 1936, there were
two hundred thirty-eight pupils in attendance. This would
indicate feat the population Is gradually noving toward
fee center of the town. A glance at fee plan of fee build-
ing shows that fee maaber of pupils Is too large to be ade-
52 -
quately accoranodated at Center School. A census of the
town indicates that a decrease in enrollment rill gradu-
ally take place during the next five years, hut it will
probably rmke no decided change in attendance because
forecasts for more than one year have proved unreliable.
All of the bus routes terminate in the
center of the town, V/ith the exception of the Liberty
and Franklin School Districts , all of the seventlx grade
pupils in the town are brought to the Center School,
For the past nine years cost of transportation ims re-
mined practically the sscte.
Center School will undoubtedly be a con-
solidation point and as such it will be given due weight
in the economic group discussion.
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HIGH SCHOOL EVALUATIOU
Present Value • #96,000.00
Type of
Structure Two-story urlck
Furniture and
Fixtures • very good
Lights .... Electric
Heat ..........•••••••••*••• Steam
Sanitary „ ,
Conditions Very good
Grades throurdi 12
Playground ........•.«.••••• Inadequate
PI
Equipment .........••*•»•••••• -Tons
Extra-Curricular
Activities A larce number
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HIGH SCHOOL
Belchertown High School la admirably loca-
ted In the center of the town at the Intersection of the
Bondsville, Aniierst, Springfield, and Ware Roads, As rots
uientloned under the Center School description, these roads
are maintained in exceptionally good condition throxighout
tlie year.
The building was originally planned for a
town hall, but the fire in 1921 forced the town authori-
ties to make some provision for a high school, so the
present structure is a combination of the two plane. It
is a laodern two-story brick structure. All of the exte-
rior equipment is in good condition and the surrounding
grounds are kept neat and clean.
For the else of the town, the building con-
tains one of the finest auditoriums In the state. It oc-
cupies the two-story space In the front of the building
and with tee hi cony will accommodate about four hundred
fifty people. It is used by both the school children and
the townspeople for all kinds of entertainments. School
assemblies and large nusic groups also gather here. The
seats are of the novable settee type and the floor my be
cleared for dancing or other entertainment at any tine.
A large stage in the front of the auditorium serves admir-
ably for the presentation of plays and assembly programs.
Offices of the town treasurer and superintendent of schools
- 81 -
are located In the front portion of the "building direct-
ly beneath the balcony.
The reminder of the first floor is divided
into one laboratory, two classrooms, and one domestic sci-
ence room, as well as a girls* basement and a boys* base-
ment with, locker rooms adjoining each. Sxese are all inter-
connected by two corridors, one on each side of the build-
inr.
The second story is divided into four class-
rooms, a study hall, a teachers* room, and a principal's
office* Adjoining classrooms are all interconnected and
each room likewise opens onto a hall, at the ends of which
are stairs loading to the corridors on the first floor.
Desks and chairs throughout the building
have recently been repaired and are in very good condition.
There is abundant blackboard space in every room. A small
library has been installed In the rear of the study hall
and is increasing in size each year.
The domestic science room is small but is
well equipped with modem conveniences, including an elec-
tric refrigerator, an oil stove, an electric range, and
sewing machines. Hot lunches are prepared and served by
tills department during the noon recess.
The laboratory is -used for both physics
and chemistry. It Is small end the equipment Is not mod-
ern. It could be much improved in this respect.
The remaining rooms on the first floor
57
constitute the connorcial departxaent In the school* One
roon is used as a recitation rooo, while the other, which
Is sound-proofod , is used as a typewriting room. There
are sixteen typewriters in use, of which three are new
Esachlnes, while the remainder are quite old and in raost
instances in need of repair*
The basements have raodern sanitary equip-
ment and are large enough to accoEEsodate an enrollment of
one hundred twenty-five cirln and one hundred twenty-five
boys*
Glass rsoveaents are facilitated by the use
of electric bells controlled frosa the office. A fire
alarm cons has also been installed and raay be operated
from strategic points about the building*
During the suaner of 1935 a room was built
underneath the high school structure. This was done by-
digging out under the old foundation and re-supporting
the building. The room is as large as the auditorium,
but is only about eight feet high* It is used ae a lunch
roosa, as a recreation room, and for small group gatherings •
It has also proved useful for jaeetings of the Parent-Teach-
ers* Association and other affiliated organizations.
The building with equlpaent is valued at
ninety-six thousand dollars and is located on a comer
lot shaped like the sector of a circle. The frontage on
the street is the arc and is about four hundred feet long.
The too sides corresponding to the radii are two hundred
- 5G
foot Ion,;, Tiie building Is centered in this sector and
faces the circular part. On the sides and in the front
of the "building, neat lawns are kept* In the rear of
fiie building is a space approximately one hundred feet
square which is used for recreation during recess periods.
It is without question too small to he of tsuch use in tails
respect. There is naturally no playground equipment used
in such a restricted area.
There are seven e-cits from 'die building.
One leads directly from the auditorium} one from each of
the first floor corridors; one from each of the basements?
one from the boiler rocs and one frosa the recreation room.
The school is well lighted by large windows
properly placed 5n all the rooms. Electric equ.ipr.ient fur-
nishes the artificial light when necessary. Host of the
rooms are up to the standard requirements, but one or two
should be bettor lighted to insure unimpaired vision for
the children,
A large steam plant furnishes the heat for
the entire building. The boiler room, which is on a level
with the recreation room, is in the back center part of
the building, A fire-proof door separates the two rooms.
Prom 1922 until the winter of 1956 coal was used as the
fuel. In January, 195G, an oil burner was installed and
lias proved very satisfactory since that time. Artificial
ventilation by means of air sliafts helps to maintain an
oven temperature througliout the building.
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The cxtra-currievlar activities of the
high school are csanifold. All of the students partici-
pate in a raasieal progyan sponsored by the raiaic super*
visor for thirty-five zdsmtes twice a week, the ex-
ception of the rauslc, all of the extra-curricular aetivi-
ties are controlled by the student couneil. Each class
has its own social events* such as dances, plays, debates,
and public speakinc;. A stronc athletic association keeps
athletics alive in the school, The pupils coinpete for
places on the basketball, soccer, and baseball teams in
which sports inter-school fttff are played, BQuiprtent for
the above sports is armed by the athletic association.
There is also sor.c gjasasiua equipment owned by the school.
Because there is no athletic field connected with the
school, baseball and soccer are played on the town Consaon,
while basketball is played in th*e old Town Hall, An ath-
letic field is badly needed and the Town Ilall, if continued
in use, should be renovated.
The health progran of the High School Is
carried on almost entirely l>7 the school v, rso. Periodi-
cal inspections of all the pupils are nade at various
t5jaec throughout the year. All of the clinics which were
mentioned in several of the other descriptions are held
at thi3 school.
The school can readily accosasodate about
feso hundred and ten pupils. At the present tine there
are one hundred and ninety, which includes the eighth
grade and four years of high school students The eighth
grade pupils are taught as a single class, but the nigh
Gcliool students are pernitted to purs*1© ono of
lng courses* College Preparatory, scientific, General,
or Corx3orcial#
For the past five years the enrollment in
the High. School has increased from one hundred and forty
pupils to one hundred and sixty-five, and unless unfore-
seen circtsastances alter the general course of events,
the enrollment should remain betveen one hundred and fifty-
five and one hundred and sixty-five for the next five years.
Of the one hundred and ninety pupils in the
school, one hundred twenty are transported, nineteen of
these are from Greenwich and Enfield, but the remainder are
transported fros within the town. In figuring the cost of
transportation, fee out-of-town pupils were not considered
because the school is reimbursed for this expenditure.
«f& such a large nusfcor of pupils being transported daily,
it can be readily understood why the transportation cost
Is se high for the school.
In the .group study this school will be used
only in to far as it affects the eighth grade, because
the
expenditure sheet was rade up for the building rather thsn
for the giatfftti
- 61
PROPOSALS
The conditions existing at the various
schools, tii© forecast or future enrollments fran the cen-
sus report, the varying conditions of the roads and a per-
sonal knowledge of the entire set-up have led to tlie fol-
lowing proposalst
Gnei To close Washington, Liberty, Gold
Springs and Bssright Schools*
Trrot To retain eight grades at the Frank-
lin School and to transport in addition the pu-
pils who would ordinarily have attended Washing-
ton, Liberty and Gold Springs Schools* To Improve
the sanitary conditions so as to accorEJOdat© the
above pupils.
Throes To enlarge and remodel the Center
School so as to accommodate the additional pupils
fron Bright School and the eighth grade from the
High School.
Pour: To introduce an Agricultural Course
Into the High School curriculum.
These proposals are based on the facts that
costly repays are needed to place the existing schools
in a iso&em approved condition, and that the average year-
ly expenditure for the entire system would decrease with
their adoption*
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STRL'CTTTRKS
To give the childron of Belehertown the
advantages of an education under rodem approved condi-
tions, it is necessary to make costly repairs on our
present structures.
Cold Springs School needs re-pair,tinr, the
windows need to be glazed, the roof is in need of repair,
and the supporting timbers are undoubtedly rotted. Re-
placement of desks and chairs and tlie installation of e-
lectric lights and modem toilet facilities is also neces-
sary. These repairs and irsprovements would cost between
three and four hundred dollars.
Three hundred dollars is needed to make the
same general repairs and improvements on each of the two
schools, Liberty and Washington. The figure is somewhat
smaller because the condition of the buildings is better
than that of Gold Springs.
The building and equipment at IMight School
is In very good condition and no repairs are necessary at
this time. It would however he advisable to expend about
one hundred fifty dollars to install modern sanitary equip-
ment.
The High School building is in a very good
state of repair and no money need be expended at this tine.
Franklin School should have its sanitary
conditions improved. To excavate under UN scliool and in-
- 7 -
stall both, girls* and boys' baaorients would cost about one
thousand five hundred dollars. It is a large amount but
would be money well expended, because the health of our
children is of pararaount importance.
The total cost necessary to retain the
present system and to place it in a condition such that
the children will enjoy the conveniences found in modern
school life would be about two thousand seven hundred dol-
lars. This cost will be compared with the cost of the fol-
lowing consolidated structures.
Under consolidation Franklin School would
need the same basements at a cost of one thousand five hun-
dred dollars. Ho other expenditures need be made on this
school to place it in condition for capacity use.
It Is proposed to add four rooms onto the
northwest side of the Center School building, each to be
about thlrty-tero feet long and twenty-four feet wide.
This addition would cost about thirty-five thousand dollars
and each room would accommodate forty pupils* It would al-
low ample provision for increased enrollment in the future
and would do away with the use of the assembly hall as a
classroom. One room would be made available for an 'Oppor-
tunity Class' at tills school. Such a class has long been
needed but has not been in operation because of the lack
of room. Willie making the addition It Is also thought ad-
visable to enlarge the boys* and girls' basements to tales
care of the increased enrollment, and to locate them in
- 66 -
the basement part of the building. The accompanying dia-
gram of the Center School Addition shows the stairs lead-
ing to the basements. These basements could be placed
under Room Seven, giving ample space for the facilities
needed. Under Room Six could be located a shop for voca-
tional ^ork. The farmor basements could be used: one
as the principal's office, and one as the office of the
school nurse. At the present time, the principal's office
is too small and the school mrse Is using the superintend-
ent's office. The office and the stairs leading to the
boiler room would be eliminated, thereby enlarging the as-
sembly hall. There would be no space available under Rooms
Eight and 'Tine, because the entire north section of the
building rests on a solid lodge which slopes off sharply
to fee south. There would be little if any excavation
necessary to have the retired space under Rooms Six and
Seven, for there are already rooms under the south end of
the existing building. The boiler room Is located here,
as well as three small rooms which might readily be made
into storerooms and work 3hops. Rone of these rooms need
be altered.
This proposal requires a minimum of change
In the existing structure and a minimum of labor on the
additional structure. The addition would not impair the
appearance of the present building, but rather would improve
It. The cost would seem at first glance to be rather high,
but It must be realised that in addition to erecting the
- 69 -
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new structure, costly changes would need to be made in
the heating system. Also, a complete renovation of the
plumbing equipment is necessary to take care of the in-
creased enrollment, and such changes are extremely cost-
ly*
The High School need undergo but a slight
change to fit it for the adoption of an Agricultural
Course, With the eighth grade accommodated at Center
chool, the room which it occupies could be used as ad-
ditional classroom space for the teaching of the new
subjects. An additional room for shop work would bo
needed and could be added onto the rear of the existing
structure. The students entering this course usually
get their preliminary training by the erection of such
additional structures as are needed, Hie only cost of
introducing such a course would then be for materials
and equipment. It has been estimated that these would
cost about two thousand five hundred dollars.
The total initial expenditure for build-
ings and equipment for consolidation would be about
thirty-nine tliousand dollars, Between the two plans,
then, there Is a difference of thirty-six thousand three
hundred dollars which is about the cost of the addition
to Center School, All other improvements and repairs are
offset by the cost of necessary repairs and installations
on our present system.
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EHR0LIMEHT3
The resistors of Franldin School show a
steady decrease in enrollnent for the past nine years
until in June, 1936, there were sixty-five pupils in at-
tendance. The census report Indicates a decrease during
the nest five years* The schoolroovas as they are at the
present tine will accom odate one hundred four pupils,
but there is ample room to install thirty-nine additional
seats should occasion demand. She pupils from Liberty,
Washington, and Cold Springs Schools will bring the en-
rollment to one hundred eleven. However, it will not
reach this figure because of a reater number finishing
the eighth grade than are entering in tlie first grade.
The number will not be greater than one hundred four.
The Center School registration has stead-
ily increased until in June, 1936, there were two hun-
dred thirty-eight pupils in attendance. The school will
accotnodate two hundred eight pupils at the present time.
A crowded condition results, with the assembly hall being
used as a classroom. The eighth grade and Dwight School
added to this enrollment brinns the total to three hun-
dred pupils. At tlie present time the eighth grade is
taught at the High School building. This separation be-
tween the seventh and eighth grades does not work to best
advantage for the pupils. The eighth graders are placed
in a position where their work and their activities are
73 -
subordinated to the sectional work and activities of the
senior nigh School, Prom personal observation it would
seem advisable to brine the seventh and eighth grades to-
r-other for their social as well as their scholastic activi-
ties, She new Center School would accommodate three hun-
dred twenty pupils, with ample room for all.
The High School enrollment has remained
fairly constant for the past five years. It has been
about one hundred sixty pupils, but the nortality rate is
hlch, A recent survey, the results of which are tabulated
on page 71, shows it to be about thirty-nine percent. This,
of cotrrse, is excessive and should be reduced. It has been
found that when, agricultural courses have been adopted, the
natality rate has decreased considerably. Could not Bel-
chertown receive the same benefit?
TRANSPORTATION
TBader the present arrangement, the approxi-
mate transportation charged to the Individual schools Is
as follows?
Center §3,400
Franklin 600
High 3,000
Liberty 600
ItelGiit 700
Cold Spring Hone
Washington Hone
Total *37S50"
As far as the Center School is concerned,
the sane bus routes would be maintained with a slight
change in arrangement of the Shays and Amherst Rotrtes.
At the present time one bus makes two trips and covers
both routes. This system has not proved very satisfac-
tory because the children who cose on the first trip nust
spend ten hours away from hone each day. This time is ac-
counted for by having to leave home at seven-thirty o* clock
in the riomin- and being unable to return until about four-
thirty o'clock at night. Under the circumstances it would
seem advisable to have one bus operate on only one route,
Dwlght School children would be brought to Center School
thereby increasing the Amherst Route by twenty pupils.
The present route averages about twenty-five pupils, so
a bus with a forty-five capacity would be needed. It is
recommended that such a bus be placed on this route and
that the Shays Route remain as It is.
In figuring the anticipated transportation
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cost for Center School, the cost of the Ross Route, txio
hundred fifty dollars, and the eighth grade transporta-
tion of four hundred dollars was added to the present
cost. Deducting two hundred fifty dollars frcan Dwight
School leaves five hundred dollars as the cost of the
Anherst Route which raist be added to Center School. The
new and larger "bus for this route would cost about four
hundred dollars sore a year. This asount should be divi-
ded equally between the High School and the Center School
because the passenger ratio is about even. Such additions
bring the Center School's anticipated cost of transporta-
tion to four thousand seven hundred dollars.
To the High School transportation would be
added Its share of the new bus, two hundred dollars, and
the cost of the eighth grade, four hundred dollars, would
be deducted, raking an anticipated cost of three thousand
seven hundred dollars a year.
At Pranltlin School a change sust bo nade
in order to transport the additional pupils from Liberty
and Washington Schools, At the present tine the bus on
the Liberty Route talres all the pupils on its way front
v;ashlngton to Franl*lln, leaves the Franklin School chil-
dren and proceeds on the Bondsville Road to Belchertown
with the High School children,
The proposed chanre would have this bus
nake the same down trip, pickln- up the Washington and
Liberty School children, take then to Franklin and return
- 76 -
over the same route, an shosn on the sap, picking up the
High School pupils and taklnr than to Bolchertown Center,
The Bondsville Route would renain aa shown.
About one hundred thirty dollars v/as added
to Franklin School transportation to take care of the
slight increase in length of the Liberty Route. This
brin~s the anticipated transportation cost to seven hun-
dred dollars a year.
The anticipated cost of transportation for
each proposed school is:
Comparison of the totals under each system
shears a saving of #100 in favor of consolidation.
Center
Franklin
High
^4,700
700
Total
77
TEACHERS
TJnder this plan of consolidation all of
the present teaching staff would be retained* in June,
1936, there were eight teachers in the High School, five
at Center School, three at Franklin, and one at each of
the other schools, rmking a total of twenty teachers.
The principal of Center School who retired at that ttee
need not he replaced so that the mnriber employed would
he nineteen.
It la proposed to bring the present teach-
ers at Cold Springs, Liberty, Ds?ight and 'Washington Schools
to Center School. This would, of course, raise the salary
total in Center School, but the salaries for the group
would allow a decrease.
The average cost for the teachers involved
has been about eight tliousand five hundred dollars, while
the anticipated yearly average is seven thousand nine hun-
dred dollars. The decrease is due to t2ae resignation pre-
viously laentioned.
The teachers at Franklin School would not
be changed because the present staff of three is large e-
nough to care for the anticipated enrollment of one hun-
dred. The average salary total of these teachers has been
about too thousand nine hundred dollars. A figure of throe
thousand dollars has been used in the anticipated costs to
allow for slight pay increases. It is probably true, how-
- 78
ever, that there would be a decrease If any teachers were
to he replaced*
The present eighth grade teacher would he
retained on the Irish School staff to assume some of the
present teacher load* Mien the Agricultural Course is
adopted, he would be replaced by an experienced agricultur-
al nan. Because of the indefinite infonaation obtainable
concerning agricultural salaries, the average total sala-
ries for the High Sehool was not changed.
The average yearly cost for the entire sys-
tem has been about twenty-three thousand dollars. The
anticipated yearly average is terenty-two thousand five
hundred dollars, which shows a saving of five hundred dol-
lars.
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ISALTH A1TD IT3SIC
At tlie present tine, pupils in the outly-
ing schools have the attention of the school nurse about
tero hours each week. With tlie consolidation in effect,
acre tiiae could be spent with tlie pupils and leas tine in
traveling. The nurse ' s tine could be evenly divided bo-
tsreen the three schools , with resulting benefits to all.
The health cost in consolidation is about one hundred dol-
lars mere than it is under the present system, This is
due to tlie high enrollments on which the anticipated costs
were based.
A music supervisor is paid to teach music
to the children and yet under the present system she spends
as much tine in traveling from school to school as she does
in teaching. Lender consolidation her traveling time could
be used to tlie advantage of tlie students.
- 00 -
gXTRA-CURP.ICTILAR ACTIVITIES
532© extra-curricular activities of the
schools to be closed are very few and playground equip-
ment is practically unknown. Franklin, one of the
schools to remain open, also has very few activities at
the present tine and likewise no playground equipment.
Center School has the nost to offer in the social field
and is well supplied with playground facilities. The
nigh School has an excellent social outlet, as was de-
scribed on page 59, It lias not, however, a gymnasium nor
an atilletic field. Both are badly needed, but it is not
thought advisable to expend money to provide such facili-
ties at this time.
To place the proper playground facilities
within reach of all the pupils, one piece of each kind
of equipment would need to be purchased for each school,
making a total of seven. Under the consolidated system,
only five pieces of the new equipment would be needed,
Tliis Is a comparative ratio, but would be the same for all
such facilities. In other words, it would cost less under
consolidation to give the pupils the needed recreation e-
quipnent than it would under the present set-up.
Likewise, it is true that the larger school
can offer more in the way of manual training, clubs, so-
cieties and plays than can the smaller school. Perhaps
all the pupils would not participate in those extra activi-
-ci-
ties but they vould have the ehance to do so and one
may be sure that they would crasp at such opportunities.
Very decidedly, there is a place in every
school for extra-curricular activities. With the excep-
tion of the Ki£h School, very little has been done along
these lines. Much needs to be done, whether under the
present system or under consolidation, to give the youth
of Belchertoen the advantages he needs to keep his interest
centered in the school. This can be done with less expense
to the taxpayer under the proposed plan for consolidation.
MISCELLANEOUS
It trill be noticed from the average yearly
expenditure sheet that maintenance and operating, expenses
for 1218 schools to be closed have been extremely small.
Franklin School when it had enrollments of
ninety pupils and over had an average maintenance of nine-
ty-five dollars* This would more nearly represent condi-
tions as they would be under consolidation than the average
yearly figure of one hundred fifty dollars because this
latter figure includes a large expenditure in 103G. A
figure of one hundred dollars is taken as the anticipated
average for this school because the enrollment would be
slightly in excess of that during its previous capacity
years.
Hie High School lias an average yearly main-
tenance cost of throe hundred fifty dollars. This would
not change materially with the new set-up, so this figure
has been retained.
Center School at the present time has an
average yearly rsaintonanee cost of two hundred five dol-
lars. The cubical content of the building is being in-
creased by about tMrty-four thousand cubic feet, A pro-
portional increase in the onpense brings the anticipated
figure to throe hundred twenty dollars. If the increase
is figured on the proportional pupil increase, the figure
is approximately tlie same.
- 03
The anticipated r.»lntenance cost
-under
consolidation totals seven hundred seventy dollars , which
is a decrease of thirty dollars from the present yearly
average cost.
The sane is true for operating expenses as
for maintenance. Franklin School would remain the sario
at eighty dollars. Center School would increase In pro-
portion to the cubic feet of volurie increase, riving a
figure of three hundred twenty dollars. The High School
should remain approximately the sane at tiiree hundred six-
ty dollars.
Operating expenses at the present time have
a yearly average of seven hundred dollars. The anticipated
yearly average is seven hundred sixty dollars, which is an
Increase of sixty dollars for the consolidated system.
The stationery supplies and books vary in
direct proportion to the number of pupils in attendance.
Therefore, the anticipated yearly average cost of books
for the consolidated system Is the same as for the present
system, namely seven hundred fifty dollars. Four hundred
forty dollars Is retained as the cost for stationery sup-
plies.
Janitor service for the schools continued
in operation remains at the original average cost of such
schools because fee same work will need to bo done in all
the schools as was previously the case.
The anticipated fuel cost for Center School
- 04
1> figured on the proportions Mai increase. The vol-
<M is to be ll MB | H by thirty-four thousand oUblc foetAt* mkos a (.rand total of el^hty-too ts.ouaand cubic
foot, This increase raises the estimated fuel cost to
elflht hundred ninety dollars. In F^amain and In the nigh
School, the anticipated averages vill be atxrnt the mm a.
the present yearly avenges. The total anticipated fuel
expenditure is then t»o tl^usand too llundrea nlnety dollara
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'ARM SUHm
Of
BELCHESTO«K, WTIXLD, GKAHBT
aa of
JANUARY, 1936
Belehertown ni'ield Qrenby
No. of farms
All land ia farms
Ho. of acres
Crop land harvested
No. of fansa
No* of acres
Crop failures
No. of fans
No. of acres
Crop land, Idle or fe,
No. of fans
No. of acres
Plowable pasture
No. of farms
No. of sores
- oodland posture
No. of farms
No. of acres
Other pasture
No. of farms
No. of acres
AH other land
No. of farms
No. of acres
Lend and buildings
Value in dollars
Occupied dwellings
No. of f»rms
No. of dwellings
Unoccupied dwellings
No. of farms
No. of dwellings
Farm population
Total
White
Colored
Persons working farms
No. of farms
Family labor
No. of farms
Hired labor
11c*
199 23 133
18033 3073 12504
193a.*C oajam 130
3801 495 3711
Q9
167
55 10 26
1164 398 523
108 12 40
2043 333 857
105 6 69
3040 518 2063
53 35
1563 413 1285
77
mmOS 1051
1068117 1 rtonoaxi
197 22 131
215 22 144
8 amam 8
10 11
1012 94 698
1012 93 698
1
187 21 131
213 29 238
48 6 34
87 17 48
- GG
To*» teles
Total woodland acres
oodland not pastured
No. of fens
No. of seres
Horses and colts, all ages
No. of forms
No. of horses and eolts
Cattle and calves, all ages
No. of tnrae
No. of cattle and calves
Steers and bulls
No. of fr-rma
No. of steers and bulls
Sheep and lambs, all ages
So* of farms
No. of sheep and lames
Bogs and pigs, all ages
No. of farms
No. of bogs and pigs
Chickens on hand over
three months old
No. of farms
No. of chickens 23
2ggs produced
No. of farms
No. of eggs 181
Chickens raised
No. of farms
No. of chickens 44
Turkeys over three months old
So. of farms
No. of turkeys
Corn for all purposes
No. of farms
No. of acres
Corn for grain
No. of farms
No. of acres
No. of bushels
Oats thrashed
No. of farms
No. of acres
No. of bushels
Oats eut and fed, unthrashed
No. of farms 48
No. of acres 104
Tobacco
No. of farms
ertown Enfield 1 r n'i,y
1375 5077
108 15 81
4177 857 3014
110 10 90
24 180
156 15 ?
UMM 180 98
51 3 51
DC 3 77
z 1 1
5 4 4
31 3 19
323 32 281
130 16 101
— 560 9,517
127 15 89
5,336 77,403
100 13 84
2,205 £3,033
17 10
488 83
110 11 78
493 81 500
36
76
3220
4
12
497
3
8
90
30
68
P794
7
11
8
30
• 87 -
Town Belehertown Bnfield
Irish potatoes , all
varieties
No. of farms
No. of sores
Ho. of bushels
Legumes saved for hay
No. of forms
No. of acres
No. of tons
Ufalfa
No. of forma
No. of seres
No. of tons
Timothy or clover mixed or alone
No. of farms
No. of seres
No. of tons
All other grasses
No. of farms
No. of acres
No. of tons
3b&11 grains cut for hay
No. of farms
No. of acres
No. of tons
Granby
151 18 cn
155 44 i An
17 ,324 f |tOO <£o,4yo
2
— 8
50 —
1 16
20 — 103
25 2367
161 13 103
2,078 264 2.367
3,231 288 3,562
46 7 39
344 62 425
398 67 522
4 8 2
13 13 2
22 28 3
08
mm AGRICULTURAL COURSE
The Introduction shows Belchertown to be
of large area. The population, however, la relatively
323011
*
bein" about too thousand five hundred people. One
thousand one hundred of these people, according to the
fana survey on pages 05 through 87, are engaged in farm-
ing. This survey nade by the government during the past
year shows the extent, the value, and the various hinds
of faming, as well as the number of people participating
in tiiis type of work. While this survey was in progress
a study was taade In the High School to gain soxae knowledge
of the interest shown by the pupils in an agricultural
course.
In the interest study, forty pupils signi-
fied their intentions of taking an agricultural course if
such were adopted. Allowance mist be aade for the enthu-
siastic reception of a now project, so it is probable that
a class of thirty pupils my be anticipated. Both E?r. Ru-
fus W. Stinson, State Supervisor of Agricultural Education,
and Mr. P. E. neald, Supervisor of Teacher-Training Agri-
cultural Education, state that thirty pupils is a naxitaun
nmaber for one teacher to supervise.
Ilr. Stinson and Mr. Heald believe that Bel-
chertown High School is admirably situated in the center
of an agricultural district and that an agricultural course
In tills school would be a great benefit to the surrounding
CO -
©csaaunities. She teacher onployed In this department Is
always available for consultation to the people of the
comunity. His training is such that he is capable of
Giving advice where it is needod in special fara problem.
Such a service could be advantageously used by the farmers
In any cosrianity.
Definite advantages accruing to Belcher-
tcsra with the Introduction of such a course would bet
2* A aore coriprehensive prooran of study.
2. Definite farm assistance gained.
3. A probable decrease in the riortality
rate.
- 90 -
COMPARATIVE COSTS
The table on pace 64 shews that the present
system of schools costs on an average of thirty-nine thou-
sand seven hundred dollars & year. Hie anticipated yearly
average of the consolidated aysten en pace 65 is about
thirty-nine thousand too huadred dollars. A difference of
five hundred dollars results in favor of the consolidated
system. Tills onrmnl saving would help to pay the interost
on the initial expenditure of thirty-six thousand dollars.
BBICHERgqgH»3 SPECIFIC APVAIITAGE3
1. Improved sanitary conditions.
2. Bettor and rsore constant health super-
vision.
3* Izrprovod lisht and heat conditions.
4, Improved playgrotaid facilities.
5, Increased social activities.
G. Solution of the ^Opportunity Class*
problem.
92 m
ADVANTAGES AHD DISADVANTAGES
Beside the specific advantages listed on
page 91, tlie following taken from a report made in 1935
by Burr F. Jones, Supervisor of EleEtontary Education in
!iassachusetts, should he given considerations
"First* Generally speaking, better teach-
ers may he ohtained for the consolidated schools.
Trained teachers usually receive special prepara-
tion for aone one department of the work, such
as* primary, intermediate, upper grade, or high
school. Teachers are anxious to become special-
ists in the work of one or two grades, or of one
or two subjects* They are also anxious to have
social and professional contact with teachers.
Both of these conditions are possible under school
consolidation. Consolidation of schools is of as-
sistance in stabilising the teaching force. Rare-
ly does the ffceie teaching force of a consolidated
school change In any one year. There is bound to
be considerable loss of efficiency In the snail
scliool which suffers frequent changes of teachers.
"Second . Ilore adequate supervision is possi-
ble under consolidation because the superintendent
of schools, principals, and supervisors of special
subjects, can devote more time to supervision and
Instruction than would be possible if they were re-
quired to travel long distances among the schools.
It is apparent also that consolidation has every
advantage from the standpoint of efficient adminis-
tration of schools.
"Third. Consolidation of schools makes it
possible to assign to one teacher not more than
one or two grades. This arrangement permits of a
proper division of the pupil's time between recita-
tion and study. A certain state survey has revealed
the fact that the average nvmbor of daily recita-
tions per teacher in the elementary schools of six-
teen representative cities is 8 and the average
length of time in minutes allotted to each recita-
tion in these cities is 28, whereas, the average
number of dally recitations per teacher in the coun-
try schools having from one to twenty pupils is 2G
and the average length of tin© in minutes allotted
to each recitation in these country schools is 13.
In these country schools the pupil spent about one-
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eighth of the school day, or approxiaately 45 nin-
utee, In recitation, and four hours and forty-five
ainutos In study. Under these conditions tlie teach-
er necessarily gives isost of her thae to hearing
recitations and has out little opportunity for in-
struction. Of course, the one-rocs school presents
the extreme case or decentralization, and fee city
school, the ssost advanced type of consolidation.
2he above figures, however, serve to esaphasise the
Jsnportance of the proper division of the punil*s
feims between study and recitation as an iapjrtant
factor in determining the efficiency of any school
system. A system which provides a teacher with one,
or at the nost, two /Trades, has a trenendous advan-
tage over the systess which permits a teacher to
strur lo alone with four or five different grades,
fhe fesportant thing to bo sought is an arrangeiaent
which will allow the pupil the benefit of the teach-
er's instruction of guidance and direction as he
studios for a substantial part of the school day.
^Fourth
. Consolidation frequently leads to the
enrichment of the school progran with, such subjocts
as irsan al training and household arts, and provides
all children with opportunities to study these sub-
jects, whoroas, under the decentralised system, only
the cMldren in the larger ooarsunltiee, if any, are
so favored.
"Fifth
. Under consolidation, pupils oay be
classified in sizeable groups according to their ad-
v&nceroent. Pupils receive inspiration in working
with rroups of pupils of similar rental develcpasnt.
PTlondly rivalry and competition are easily aroused
aoong such pupils and lend latch to their accoaplish-
saent.
"Sixth. Consolidation of schools in bringing
a large' huSber of pupils together provides a nuch
better social training than could be obtained in the
szaallor school. Ifueh of education, general culture,
and breadth of view nay be acquired fron contact with
a large nuEfoer of children and a member of teachers.
"Seventh. As shown by xsany different studios
of school attendance, nuch more regular attendance
is seeured in consolidated school systems than in
decentralised school aystons. This is doubtless duo
both to convenience of transportation and to the
greater interest which pupils of consolidated schools
take in their work.
"Eighth. A consolidated school having an audi-
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JSS? ff^ 3-^* and other special features Is
30630 of the disadvantages of consolidation
as shown by the se-ie import are:
*f Ina-Equate provisions for transportation.
2* The unsupervised noon hour.
3. Securing appropriations for now buildings.
4. Poor roads,
5. Incompetent bus drivers.
6. Providing wars lunches for the chJLldrenin the schools.
7* Keeping the children fron their Ikjposlonger than would ordinarily be the case.
8. She difficulty of having parents visitthe school so as to boeorae wsm Intlrstelv
acquainted with the work therein.
In Bolehertown there will be adequate pro-
vision for transportation and there is a supervised noon
liour. The town has always been willing to appropriate
rjonoy for the schools when It was thought that such money
was being expended wisely. The roads are maintained in
good condition throughout the year. Competent bus drivers
are at the present tine being employed, mm lunches are
obtainable at t&e High Ochool during the noon period.
Such luncheon facilities could be incorporated in the
changes suggested at Center School. Most of the children
are already being transported, so that It would not, for
the nost part, noon a longer period away fron hone then
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at tlie present tim9
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concLusioii
Because of the lowered yearly cost of
operating the schools, boeauae of the relatively snail
expenditure involved in consolidating, and because the
advantages far outweigh the disadvantages of ©onsolida-
tlonj it is recorraended tlsat the Dwight, Tfashin.qton,
Liberty, and Gold ftorin:^ nchools be closed; that an
addition be nade to the Center School to acccaanodate
the pupils from the Bwright Ochool District and from the
Grade Ilight at the High School} that the sanitary condi-
tions at Franl-lin School be improved and mahe it a con-
solidation point for tlie Uashington, Liberty, and Cold
Springs Sciiool c^iildron; and that an Agricultural Course
be introduced into the nigh Selsool curriculum.
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